SCEP examines student opinions

Pass/Fail

Any Class  YES  NO
Electives ONLY  YES  NO

Self-Paced Study
BA, BSc 64% Approval
ESG  60% Approval

Requirements

General Institute Requirements

Four members of the MIT fencing team will participate in the National Junior Olympics this Saturday, Sunday, and Monday at the Palmer-Oxton Building, Harvard University, in Brighton. All events begin at 8:30am.

(Continued from page 1)

The proposal which will receive the most attention will be the pass/fail question. This proposal, if approved by the faculty, will enable upperclassmen to register for any number of electives on pass/fail. This will be a change from the present system which allows only two electives to be taken pass/fail. According to Hakala, this type of program is working successfully at such major institutions as Stanford, Brown, and Harvard.

The SCEP will now submit these results to Professor of Physics Robert Hullitzer, Jr., chairman of the Committee on Educational Policy (CEP). Together Hullitzer and the SCEP will discuss the results and prepare a list of recommendations which will be submitted at the next CEP meeting. The CEP will then decide which of these proposals should be submitted to the faculty for a vote.

Hakala says he expects about half of the student mandates will actually be submitted to the CEP. In any case, he expressed hope for faculty approval within a year.

Come up...

...and see us sometime.

Give us your ideas for articles, columns, and reviews. Learn how to assemble a layout board. Convince us to print your photos. Complain about something and get it in print.

And on Sunday nights, have some pizza.

The Tech News Arts Sports Production Photography Business W20-483 MIT Student Center

Your Foreign Language Ability Is Valuable!

HOW TO MAKE IT PAY:

Translate industrial sales literature, instruction manuals and film scripts into your native language. You will be well paid to prepare these translations on an occasional basis to fit your schedule. Assignments, performed at home, are made according to your area of technical knowledge.

ARABIC CHINESE DANISH DUTCH FARI FRENCH GERMAN GREEK ITALIAN JAPANESE KOREAN POLISH NORWEGIAN PORTUGUESE ROMANIAN SPANISH SWEDISH — AND OTHERS

Into-English translations from Russian, East European languages and many others also available. Experienced foreign language typists also needed.

Linguistic Systems, Inc. is New England's largest translation agency, located one block north of the Central Square subway station, in Cambridge.

For application and test translation—
call Ms. Tabarié at 864-3900

LINGUISTIC SYSTEMS, INC.
116 Richard Allen Drive, Cambridge, MA 02139

THINK ABOUT TOMORROW.
ON FEB. 22

That's when our General Dynamics team will be on campus to talk to you about your future. We're probably best known as a leading American defense contractor. But we also have wide-ranging programs in many other high technology fields as well. We offer qualified graduates broad corporate career paths in many diverse areas: Aerospace, Data Systems, Marine, Building Products and Resources, Telecommunications and Electronics.

There are truly outstanding opportunities in nearly every engineering and scientific discipline with particular emphasis on the computer sciences.

Disciplines:

Be sure to inquire about Co-op and Summer Intern programs with General Dynamics.

There will be an orientation meeting held the evening before our visit. Be sure to check the Placement Office for details.

GENERAL DYNAMICS
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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